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MULTIPLE STRUCTURES
JON EIVIND VATNE
Abstrat. We give a systemati approah to onstruting non-redued, loally
Cohen-Maaulay shemes, mostly with redued support a projetive variety. The
hierarhy of suh strutures inludes a lot of information about the variety, its em-
bedding in projetive spae and the behaviour of its vetor bundles. For instane,
Hartshorne's Conjeture on omplete intersetions in odimension two is reformu-
lated in terms of existene of ertain shemes of degrees two and three. We also
give a lot of examples of multiple strutures, and lists of multiple strutures on
linear subspaes of odimension two in low degree.
1. Introdution
The aim of this paper is present a systemati approah to the lassiation theory
of (loally) Cohen-Maualay nilpotent shemes whose underlying spae is a smooth,
projetive variety. On the way, we get lots of interesting examples, and several results
linking these strutures to more general questions of projetive geometry.
In Chapter 2 we present the main tehnial tools needed for the theory. Basially,
for any smooth projetive subvariety X ⊂ PN and every nilpotent sheme Y with
Yred = X , we interset Y with the various innitesimal neighbourhoods of X , and
then remove the embedded omponents. This gives us a ltration of Y , whih we will
all the S1-ltration of Y . There are very strong onnetions between the members
of this ltration. For our purposes, the most interesting point is that Y an be reon-
struted from short exat sequenes between the ideal sheaves of the shemes in the
ltration and ertain OX -Modules. When the multiple shemes are Cohen-Maaulay,
these OX -Modules are loally free, and vie-versa.
In Chapter 3, we give a omplete list of the Cohen-Maaulay shemes whose re-
dued subsheme is a linear subspae of odimension two, up to and inluding mul-
tipliity ve, with the extra assumption that all members of the S1-ltration are
Cohen-Maaulay themselves. We also get some general results, showing how the
harateristi and the dimension ome into play.
In Chapter 4 we give results linking the lassiation theory of multiple strutures
to other questions in projetive geometry. The main observation is that if the loally
free OX -Module metioned above is an extension of loally free sheaves of smaller
rank, there is an intermediate Cohen-Maaulay nilpotent struture. This allows us
to reformulate Hartshorne's Conjeture on omplete intersetions in odimension two
entirely in terms of existene questions for shemes of degree two and three.
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In Chapter 5 we present a large lass of 2-dimensional multiple strutures in P4
that have non-Cohen-Maaulay shemes in the S1-ltration. They all ontain a om-
plete intersetion of multipliity two less.
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2. Reursive onstrution of multiple strutures
In this hapter we will onstrut a sequene of subshemes for any nilpotent sheme,
whose redued subsheme is a smooth subvariety of a smooth variety. The subshemes
have milder nilpotenies, and satisfy Serre's (S1)-riterion. However, if the nilpotent
sheme is Cohen-Maaulay, or a (loally) omplete intersetion, the same is not ne-
essarily true for these subshemes. Note that we always use Cohen-Maaulay in the
EGA sense: a sheme is Cohen-Maaulay if all its loal rings are Cohen-Maaulay
rings (and similarly for Modules).
2.1. Denition and elementary properties of the S1-ltration. Let X ⊂ Y ⊂
Z, where X ⊂ Z is a regular losed embedding of smooth onneted projetive
shemes, and Y is a nilpotent sheme with Yred = X . IX , IY are the Ideals, IX , IY
the orresponding (saturated) ideals in the (or a) homogeneous oordinate ring of
the projetive variety Z. The innitesimal neighbourhoods of X , X(i), are dened by
the Ideals Ii+1X . Sine Yred = X , there is a unique integer k suh that Y is ontained
in X(k) but is not ontained in X(k−1).
Denition 2.1. For eah integer j ≤ k, dene the sheme Yj as follows: Interset
Y with X(j) and remove the embedded omponents. Algebraially, Ij := IYj is the
IX -primary omponent of IY + I
j+1
X . Thus we have a sequene of subshemes
(1) X = Y0 ⊂ Y1 ⊂ ... ⊂ Yk−1 ⊂ Yk ⊂ Y
whih we will all the S1-ltration of Y .
The name is not misleading:
Proposition 2.2. The shemes Yj all satisfy (S1).
Proof. Aording to EGA Proposition IV2, §5.7.5, a sheme satises Serre's (S1)-
riterion if and only if it is without embedded omponents. But we have removed
the embedded omponents from our sheme. 
Remark 2.3. If Y itself satises (S1), the last inlusion Yk ⊂ Y atually beomes
an equality, and we have a ltration of Y .
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Remark 2.4. The projetivity ondition is inluded for simpliity. By onsidering
only the Ideal sheaves, most of the theory that follows an be generalized to the
setting of smooth, onneted X and Z, not even neessarily quasi-projetive. The
ltration an also be dened without smoothness onditions on X and Z, but then
the results must be substantially weakened.
Thus the shemes Yj are not neessarily Cohen-Maaulay, even if Y is, just loally
of depth ≥ 1. But we have a partial result:
Proposition 2.5. The lous Dj ⊂ X where Yj fails to be Cohen-Maaulay has
odimension at least two.
Proof. Whenever x ∈ X satises codim {x} = 1, Yj is Cohen-Maaulay in x sine Yj
satises (S1). But being Cohen-Maaulay is an open ondition, so in eah irreduible
subset of odimension one there is an open dense set where Yj is Cohen-Maaulay.
Thus codimDj ≥ 2. 
Corollary 2.6. If X is a urve, Yj is Cohen-Maaulay.
Denition 2.7. A multiple Cohen-Maaulay sheme Y is alled a multiple struture
of type I if the S1-ltration onsists of Cohen-Maaulay shemes. So all multiple
strutures on smooth urves are of type I. This denition omes from Manolahe,[18℄.
For our study of the terms of the ltration we need the following tehnial lemma:
Lemma 2.8. Suppose R is a noetherian ring whose zero ideal is without embedded
assoiated primes. Let J ⊂ R be an ideal with JP = 0 for all minimal primes P in
R. Then J = 0.
Proof. Assuming JP = 0 for all minimal primes P , we an nd an element s ∈ R
whih is not ontained in any minimal prime P , and whih annihilates J (e.g. by
prime avoidane). But then if J 6= 0 s must be in an embedded prime, ontrary to
our assumption. 
Lemma 2.9. There are inlusions
• IiIj ⊂ Ii+j+1 and
• IXIj ⊂ Ij+1.
Proof. Note that the seond inlusion is the speial ase i = 0 of the rst one. Let
Ci ⊂ X be the union of the embedded omponents of Y
⋂
X(i), and let B be the
union of the Ci and the Di (from Proposition 2.5). For all x /∈ B we have equations
Ii,x = IY,x + I
i+1
X,x,
Ij,x = IY,x + I
j+1
X,x ,
Ii+j+1,x = IY,x + I
i+j+2
X,x .
By multiplying the two rst we get
Ii,xIj,x = IY,xIY,x + IY,xI
j+1
X,x + IY,xI
i+1
X,x +
+Ii+1X,xI
j+1
X,x ⊂ IY,x + I
i+j+2
X,x = Ii+j+1,x.
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The quotient
(IiIj + Ii+j+1/Ii+j+1)
is thus an Ideal on Yi+j+1 supported on B, and is therefore zero by the previous
lemma. 
Beause of the inlusions IXIj ⊂ Ij+1 ⊂ Ij we have another inlusion
Ij+1/IXIj ⊂ Ij/IXIj ,
whih is an inlusion of OX -Modules. Dene the OX-Module Lj as the okernel of
this map, so that we have a short exat sequene
(2) 0→ Ij+1/IXIj → Ij/IXIj → Lj → 0.
Proposition 2.10. There is an exat sequene of OZ-Modules
0→ i∗(Lj)→ OYj+1 → OYj → 0,
where i : X →֒ Z is the inlusion.
Proof. From the short exat sequene 2 we get
0→ Ij+1 → Ij → i∗(Lj)→ 0.
We plae this in a larger diagram of OZ-Modules
0

0

i∗(Lj)

0 // Ij+1 //

OZ //
=

OYj+1 //

0
0 // Ij //

OZ // OYj //

0
i∗(Lj)

0
0
Here the Snake Lemma shows that we get i∗(Lj) in the upper right orner. 
Example 2.11 (Removing embedded omponents). Consider a linear subspae Pn ⊂
Pn+2 = Proj k[z0, ..., zn, x, y] with ideal (x, y). For a linear form L = a0z0+ ...+anzn,
there is a multipliity four struture with ideal (x2 + Ly, y2). Interseting this with
the seond innitesimal neighbourhood of Pn we get (x2 +Ly, y2, x3). This ideal has
an embedded omponent, a Pn−1 with ideal (L, x, y). Removing this embedded om-
ponent gives us the ideal (x2+Ly, xy, y2). Interseting this with the rst innitesimal
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neighbourhood gives the ideal (Ly, x2, xy, y2), whih again has an embedded ompo-
nent. Removing this gives us (x2, y). Thus the ideals of the terms of the S1-ltration
are
(x, y) ⊃ (x2, y) ⊃ (x2 + Ly, xy, y2) ⊃ (x2 + Ly, y2).
Remark 2.12. There are known riteria for when a double struture arises from
the Ferrand onstrution. See for instane Manaresi,[15℄, where one an nd the
following example: If the original sheme X is given, in projetive spae, by the
ideal (x6, y6), the sheme with ideal (x9, y8) has twie the multipliity of X in eah
point but its ideal does not ontain the monomial x6y6, and thus it does not ontain
the ideal (x6, y6)2. This shows that there are, for some shemes, multiple strutures
that annot be obtained via the Ferrand onstrution, even in the ase of omplete
intersetions. Also, redued shemes with bad singularities an render the Ferrand
onstrution insuient. Our smoothness assumption is inluded to remove these
problems, though muh an be said in a more general setting.
If the ambient spae is Z = PN , or if a projetive embedding of Z is xed, one an
ompute Hilbert polynomials:
Proposition 2.13. Assume Y satises (S1). Then the Hilbert polynomial of Y an
be omputed from the S1-ltration as follows:
Hilb(Y ) = Hilb(X) +
∑
j
Hilb(Lj).
Proof. This follows readily from the exat sequenes
0→ i∗(Lj)→ OYj+1 → OYj → 0,
the fat that
HilbLj = Hilb i∗Lj,
that Y = Yk (see Remark 2.3) and the additivity of the Hilbert polynomial. 
Remark 2.14. The basi theory presented in this setion was rst onsidered by
Bania and Forster in [5℄ for urves, later generalized by Holme in [12℄ to higher
dimensions. Manolahe has also onsidered similar onstrutions. The S1-ltration
was onsidered by Bania and Forster for urves (then it is a Cohen-Maaulay ltra-
tion). They proved all results appliable to urves (exept the omputation of Hilbert
polynomials) in that ase. The idea to onsider an S1-ltration in higher dimensions
is due to Holme. Also, the statements and proofs of Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 are taken
from Holme's preprint [12℄. Compare also with the similar ltrations onsidered by
Manolahe, e.g. in [19℄.
2.2. Completions. In this setion we will prove some results linking Cohen-Maaulay
shemes and loally free sheaves. Beause Cohen-Maaulay is a loal ondition, we
an onsider our shemes point by point, and use the properties of ompletion.
LetX ⊂ Y ⊂ Z be as before. From Sequene 2 and Proposition 2.10 there are short
exat sequenes linking the OX -Modules Lj to the struture sheaves and Ideals of
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terms of the S1-ltration. We do not have an OX-Module struture on the terms OYj ,
even though they are all supported on X . On the other hand we an do the following:
• Loalize to any point x ∈ X .
• Complete with respet to the maximal ideal mx ⊂ OZ,x.
This gives an innitesimal Module struture to these struture sheaves.
Remark 2.15. In the lassial topology, there are Module strutures on multiple
strutures, oming from projetions of tubular neighbourhoods. We are in a sense
mimiking the results one might get from that onstrution. These tehniques were
used by Bania and Forster in [5℄ for urves.
Sine X and Z are smooth, the struture map from ÔZ,x to ÔX,x admits a re-
tration, thus giving any ÔZ,x-module a struture of ÔX,x-module. By hoosing a
suitable set of oordinates, we an assume that
ÔZ,x ∼= k[[X1, ..., XN ]],
ÔX,x ∼= k[[X1, ..., Xn]].
For any sheme Y suh that X ⊂ Y ⊂ X(k), the algebra ÔY,x beomes a -
nite ÔX,x-module, being a quotient of k[[X1, . . . , XN ]]/Ik+1, where I is the ideal
(Xn+1, . . . , XN).
By ompletion we have short exat sequenes
0→ ̂(Ij+1/IjI)x → ̂(Ij/IjI)x → (̂Lj)x → 0
and
0→ ̂i∗(Lj)x → ̂(OYj+1)x → (̂OYj )x → 0
of ÔX,x-modules, the latter onsisting of ÔX,x-modules by virtue of the above lemma.
Lemma 2.16. Let Y ⊂ Z be a sheme with Yred = X. Then Y is Cohen-Maaulay
if and only if ÔY,x is a free ÔX,x-module for all points x ∈ X, of onstant rank.
Proof. The rst remark is that a loal ring is Cohen-Maaulay if and only if its
ompletion is. Now ÔX,x is a regular loal ring, and the algebra ÔY,x is a nite
ÔX,x-module. In this situation we have the following equivalenes: ÔY,x is Cohen-
Maaulay ⇐⇒ ÔY,x is a free ÔX,x-module ⇐⇒ ÔY,x is a projetive ÔX,x-module
⇐⇒ the multipliity of ÔY,x is onstant over all the prime ideals of ÔX,x. The rst
equivalene is [7℄ Corollary 18.17 (whih applies sine ÔX,x is onsidered as a subring
of ÔY,x), the seond is beause ÔX,x is a regular loal ring, the third is [7℄ Exerise
20.13. The part onerning onstant rank is dedued beause we an loalize in the
zero ideal of ÔX,x, omplete it, and the resulting ring is independent of the hosen
point x, being the ompletion of the loal ring of the generi point. 
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Remark 2.17. This onstant rank is equal to the multipliity of Y . Indeed, we
an dene the multipliity of any nilpotent sheme Y with support X to be the
multipliity of the Artin ring OY,ξ, where ξ is the generi point of X . This number
is then equal to the rank of ÔY,ξ as an ÔX,ξ-module.
Proposition 2.18. a) If Yj is Cohen-Maaulay and Lj is loally free on X, then
Yj+1 is Cohen-Maaulay.
b) If Yj and Yj+1 are Cohen-Maaulay, then Lj is loally free on X.
Proof. For a), let x ∈ X be any point. We need to show that OYj+1,x is a Cohen-
Maaulay ring. A loal ring is Cohen-Maaulay if and only if its ompletion is, so we
are redued to proving that ÔYj+1,x is Cohen-Maaulay. Now
0→ ̂i∗(Lj)x → ̂(OY j−1)x → (̂OYj )x → 0
is a sequene of ÔX,x-modules. The leftmost is assumed free, the last one is free by
Lemma 2.16. Thus the middle one is free also, and we an invoke the lemma again
to onlude (note that the rank of all modules involved an be measured by loal-
izing in the zero ideal. Thus we see that it is independent of the hoie of the point x).
For part b) the same exat sequene and the same lemma show that the rank of
the sheaf L is independent of the point x ∈ X , and that it is a free module in eah
point of X . Thus it is loally free. 
Remark 2.19. This entral proposition an also be proved without ompletions,
using homologial properties of Cohen-Maaulay rings. For details, see [22℄.
Proposition 2.20. The ÔX,x-modules ÔYj ,x are torsion free.
Proof. Let A = ÔX,x, B = ÔZ,x, C = ÔYj ,x, Ij = (̂Ij)x, I = (̂IX)x. Suppose there is a
relation ac = 0, 0 6= a ∈ A, c ∈ C. A an be onsidered as a subring of B, and then
a /∈ I. We need to show that c = 0. Choose any element b ∈ B that represents c, i.e.
c = bmod Ij . Then learly
ac = 0⇐⇒ ab ∈ Ii
and
ab ∈ Ii, a /∈ I =⇒ b ∈ Ii
sine Ii is I-primary. Thus c = bmod Ii = 0.

Corollary 2.21. The OX-Modules Lj are torsion free.
Proof.
̂((Lj)x) is a submodule of ÔYj ,x, and is therefore torsion free. This means that
the anonial map
̂((Lj)x) → ̂((Lj)x)∨∨ is injetive. Sine ompletion is exat and
faithful and ommutes with taking homomorphism groups the map (Lj)x → (Lj)∨∨x
is injetive too. Thus (Lj)x is torsion free. 
We end this setion with a theorem that we will use a lot in appliations of this
theory. We give a partial order on subshemes of Z by inlusion, and a partial order
on quotients of a sheaf F by the following rule: F −→ K1 −→ K2 ⇔ K2 ≤ K1.
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Theorem 2.22. Let Y ⊂ Z be a Cohen-Maaulay sheme with redued subsheme X.
There is a 1−1 orrespondene between loally free quotient OX-Modules of IY /IY IX
and Cohen-Maaulay shemes W satisfying IY IX ⊂ IW ⊂ IY . This orrespondene
preserves the partial orders dened above. If there are surjetions IY /IY IX −→
K1 −→ K2 and Wi orresponds to Ki then there is a surjetion IW2/IW2IX −→
(ker(K1 −→ K2)).
Proof. The rst part an be proven along the same lines as Proposition 2.18, sine
the fat that the shemes involved are part of an S1-ltration is not essential.
The seond part follows from the rst part if we show IY /IY IX −→ K1 −→
K2 ⇒ W2 ⊂ W1, where Wi is the sheme orresponding to IY /IY IX −→ Ki. This
an easily be seen from the diagram of OX -Modules
0

0

M

0 // IW1/IY IX //

IY /IY IX // K1 //

0
0 // IW2/IY IX //

IY /IY IX // K2 //

0
M

0
0
Here M an be dened as the kernel of the right hand map, and the Snake Lemma
shows that M also appears in the lower left orner. Thus the partial orders are
preserved.
The last part an be dedued from the diagram above by onsidering the sequene
of isomorphisms
M∼=
IW2/IY IX
IW1/IY IX
∼=
IW2
IW1
∼=
IW2/IW2IX
IW1/IW2IX
.
The rst isomorphism is the Snake Lemma applied to the diagram above, the seond is
the lassial Seond Isomorphism Theorem. So is the third, noting that IW2IX ⊂ IW1,
whih is the kernel of the surjetion IW2 −→ M. 
Remark 2.23. Note that many of the properties proven in this setion an be de-
dued more easily in ase X is a linear subspae of Z = PN . In that ase the
projetion from Z minus a omplementary subspae onto X restrits to a map from
eah (embedded) multiple struture on X onto X , and the various struture sheaves
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and quotients of suh beome OX-Modules. This an of ourse happen for other types
of multiple strutures as well. Thus it is natural to make the following denition.
Denition 2.24. Generalizing [2℄ (page 723), we say that a multiple struture Y on
X is a split struture if the anonial inlusion X →֒ Y admits a retration Y → X .
By restrition, all terms Yk of the S1-ltration will then also satisfy this ondition.
Example 2.25. Take any variety X and any vetor bundle E , form the total spae
E (or its projetive ompletion) and embed X as the zero setion. Any multiple
strutures on X in this embedding is split, the retration being the restrition of the
projetion map E → X . For instane, all innitesimal neighbourhoods of X in this
embedding split.
We end this hapter by omputing some dualizing sheaves. Beause of the smooth-
ness onditions, the ambient spae Z has the dualizing sheaf ωZ , whih is equal to
the anonial sheaf, and similarly for X . Reall that (with c := codim(X,Z))
ωX ∼= Ext
c
OZ
(OX , ωZ),
and if Y is a Cohen-Maaulay sheme whose redued subsheme is X , then
ωX ∼= HomOY (OX , ωY )
(see for instane [1℄). Also, sine X is a loally omplete intersetion, we have an
isomorphism
ωX ∼= ∧
cNX/Z ⊗OZ ωZ
and similarly for Y in the ase that Y is a loally omplete intersetion. The following
result on anonial Modules ties these together in the simplest ase. This result was
also presented by Bania and Forster for urves, and by Manolahe in general.
Proposition 2.26. Suppose Y is a double struture on X, and a loally omplete
intersetion. Let the thikening X ⊂ Y be given by the sequene
0→ IY /I
2
X → IX/I
2
X → L → 0
for an invertible sheaf L. Then there is an isomorpishm
ωY |X ∼= ωX ⊗ L
−1.
Proof. Note that
IY /I
2
Y |X
∼= IY /IY IX
and onsider the sequene
0→ I2X/IY IX → IY /IY IX → IY /I
2
X → 0.
Spliing this to the sequene mentioned in the statement, and noting that L2 ∼=
(IX/IY )2 ∼= I2X/IXIY we get an exat sequene
0→ L2 → IY /IY IX → IX/I
2
X → L→ 0.
Taking the top exterior power (or determinant) of this sequene, we get
L2 ⊗ ∧cIX/I
2
X
∼= ∧cIY /IY IX ⊗L
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whih an be rewritten
L ⊗ ∧cNY/Z|X ∼= ∧
cNX/Z .
Combining this with the two isomorphisms
ωX ∼= ∧
cNX/Z ⊗OZ ωZ
and
ωY ∼= ∧
cNY/Z ⊗OZ ωZ
we get
ωY |X ∼= ωX ⊗ L
−1.

Remark 2.27. Bania and Forster, as well as Holme, onsidered the notion of prim-
itive struture. Basially, this is the following: assume X is given (loally) by
m = codimX equations f1, . . . , fm. Then a primitive multiple struture Y on X
is given (loally) by the equations f l1, f2, . . . , fm. If the double substruture given by
f 21 , f2, . . . , fm orresponds to a sequene
0→ J /I2X → IX/I
2
X → L→ 0
then
ωY |X ∼= ωX ⊗ L
−(l−1).
Also, eah Lj ∼= Lj. See [5℄,[6℄ and [12℄.
3. Classifiation of multiple strutures of low degree on linear
subspaes of odimension two
In this hapter we present a list of embedded multiple strutures supported on a
linear subspae Pn ⊂ Pn+2. Sine the ase of urves is very speial, we will through-
out assume n ≥ 2. The list will ontain all type I multiple strutures up to and
inluding multipliity (=degree) ve. For strutures not of type I, the lassiation
will be ompleted in the nal setion, up to degree four. Up to multipliity four all
strutures were found by Manolahe [18℄, and (with a small mistake) by Holme [12℄.
The lists in this setion where found in my Hovedfagsoppgave (Master's thesis), [21℄,
exept for some small mistakes.
We will x the following notation in this hapter.
Notation 3.1. The xed ambient spae is Pn+2 = Proj k[z0, . . . , zn, x, y]. We denote
by X := Pn = Proj k[z0, . . . , zn] ⊂ Pn+2 the linear subspae that is the support of
the multiple strutures, with ideal I = (x, y) ⊂ S := k[z0, . . . , zn, x, y] and Ideal
I ⊂ OPn+2.
Now I wish to reall the exat statement we need for our indutive argument. It
an be extrated from Proposition 2.18 and Theorem 2.22.
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Proposition 3.2. Let Y be a multiple struture, Yred = X. Assume that all the Yk
are Cohen-Maaulay. Then all the Lk are loally free sheaves, and we have short
exat sequenes
0→ Jk+1/IJk → Jk/IJk → Lk → 0
for all k.
Thus, in order to onstrut multiple strutures satisfying the onditions of the
proposition, we an proeed indutively from multiple strutures of lower multipli-
ity. For eah k, all we need for the indution is to know whih loally free quotients
Jk/IJk have.
Denition 3.3. Reall that Cohen-Maaulay shemes satisfying the onditions of
the proposition are said to be of type I. Throughout this hapter the term multiple
strutures refers to Cohen-Maaulay multiple strutures of type I.
Remark 3.4. A note about the list: we present representatives for the various pro-
jetive equivalene lasses, i.e. up to oordinate hanges. Some of the representatives
inlude an undetermined polynomial of a given degree (see e.g. the polynomial G
ouring in Proposition 3.5). By abuse of the term projetive equivalene we don't
dier between various lasses of these polynomials. Furthermore, we will use a mod-
ied version of the above proposition. Sine a thikening orresponding to an L
whih is an extension of loally free sheaves E ,F of lower rank is a omposition of
thikenings orresponding to the sheaves E ,F , we will only onsider Ls that are not
extensions. In our omputations this usually ensures that eah L is an invertible
sheaf.
3.1. Multipliity one, two and three. In multipliity one, there is only one mul-
tiple struture Y with Yred = X, namely Y = X .
Using Proposition 3.2, we want exat sequenes
0→ J /I2 → I/I2 → L → 0
where L is an invertible sheaf. Note that I/I2 ∼= OX(−1)⊕2 with generators x and
y. Sine n ≥ 2 L has to be isomorphi to OX(−1). Thus J /I2 ∼= OX(−1), and J
is generated modulo I2 by a polynomial of degree one. Up to linear equivalene, this
an be taken to be y.
There is thus, up to linear equivalene, only one double struture Y with Yred = X ,
and its ideal an be taken to be (y) + I2 = (x2, y).
For multipliity three, we will use a general statement. Letting ν = 2 in the
following proposition gives the multipliity three ase.
Proposition 3.5. Let Y be the ν−multiple struture with ideal K = (xν , y), where
ν ≥ 2. There are, up to linear equivalene, three strutures of multipliity ν + 1
ontaining Y . Their ideals an be taken to be
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• J1 = (xν+1, y)
• J2 = (xν , xy, y2)
• J3 = (xν +Gy, xy, y2)
where G ∈ k[z0, . . . , zn]ν−1.
Proof. Note that K/IK ∼= OX(−ν) ⊕ OX(−1) with generators xν and y. Thus
there are only two possibilities for the invertible sheaf L in the short exat sequene
0→ J /IK → K/IK → L → 0,
namely L ∼= OX(−ν) and L ∼= OX(−1). In the rst ase, J /IK ∼= OX(−1) and
thus J is generated modulo IK by a linear polynomial ontained in K. This way we
get the ideal J1. In the seond ase J /IK ∼= OX(−ν), and J is generated modulo
IK by a polynomial of degree ν, ontained in K. Call this polynomial F . Then
F = axν +Gy, where a is a salar and G is a polynomial of degree ν − 1. Note that
sine we inlude all of IK in the ideal J we an assume that G ∈ k[z0, . . . , zn]. If
a 6= 0 we an resale x to get F = xν+Gy, and we get the two ideals J2, J3 depending
on whether G is zero or not.
Consider the ase a = 0, so F = Gy. Let G = ΠGgii be the fatorization of G in
irreduible polynomials. For eah i we have
(J : yG/Ggii ) = (x, y, G
gi
i )
whih is a primary ideal for the prime ideal (x, y, Gi). This is thus an embedded
assoiated prime ideal for (F ) + IK. Thus this ideal is not Cohen-Maaulay, and
therefore exluded from our list. 
Remark 3.6. There are a ouple of remarks that should be made onerning the
ase a = 0 in the above proof. One is that the problem an be spotted diretly from
the sequene
0→ OX(−ν)

 0
G


→ OX(−ν)⊕OX(−1)→ L→ 0.
Sine the left map is the zero map from OX(−ν) to OX(−ν) and is multipliation
by G from OX(−ν) to OX(−1), the only way suh a sequene an be exat is if L is
a opy of OX(−ν) and in addition a torsion part, namely the struture sheaf of the
zero sheme of G, twisted by −1. In partiular, the left hand map does not our in
suh a short exat sequene with L loally free.
The other remark to be made is that one might onsider removing the embedded
omponents. Then the generator Gy in the ideal has to be replaed by y alone, and
we nd again the ideal J1. This is no surprise; from the rst remark we know that
in this ase L would ontain a opy of OX(−ν). This piee alone will give the Ideal
J1. In addition, L has a torsion part whih will add some embedded omponents to
the ideal J1.
Summarizing, we get
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Theorem 3.7. The type I strutures on X of multipliity less than or equal to three
are, up to linear equivalene:
(x, y)
(x2, y)
(x3, y)
(x2, xy, y2)
(x2 + z0y, xy, y
2)
(the linear polynomial G an be taken to be z0 in the last struture).
3.2. Multipliity four and ve. Most of what follows an be onstruted using
exatly the same tehniques as we used in the last setion. There are some additional
ompliations arising, and these are the only ones we will give proofs of. Full proofs
an be found in [21℄. A rather interesting non-existene result is postponed to the
next setion.
Theorem 3.8. The type I strutures on X of multipliity four are, up to linear
equivalene, the following:
(x4, y)
(x2, y2)
(xy, x2 + y2)
(x3, xy, y2)
(F2y
2 − F3xy, F1y
2 − F3x
2, F1xy − F2x
2, x3, x2y, xy2, y3)
(x3 +Gy, xy, y2)
(x2 + z0y, y
2)
(x2 + xy + z0y, y
2)
Here (F2y
2−F3xy, F1y2−F3x2, F1xy−F2x2, x3, x2y, xy2, y3) only ours if dimX = 2,
in whih ase the polynomials Fi ∈ k[z0, z1, z2]s, s ≥ 1 satisfy
⋂
V+(Fi) = ∅. G is a
polynomial of degree 2 in k[z0, . . . , zn]. The pairs of strutures (x
2, y2), (xy, x2 + y2)
and (x2 + z0y, y
2),(x2 + xy + z0y, y
2) are linearly equivalent if the harateristi is
dierent from two.
Remark 3.9. Thus there are two new phenomena: we get more strutures for low
dimension (with an innite number of dierent Hilbert polynomials), and the speial
features of harateristi two show up in the list.
First we will see how the harateristi enters into the analysis.
Proposition 3.10. Starting with the multiple struture Y with ideal K = (x2, xy, y2),
there are the following possibilities, up to linear equivalene, for a struture of mul-
tipliity four (assuming dimX ≥ 3; there are additional strutures if dimX = 2):
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(x3, xy, y2)
(x2, y2)
(x2 + y2, xy)
where the last two are linearly equivalent unless the harateristi is two.
Proof. Note rst that
K/IK ∼= OX(−2)
⊕3
with generators x2, xy, y2. The only way to get a surjetion from this sheaf onto an
invertible sheaf L is to hoose L ∼= OX(−2) (this is where the assumption dimX ≥ 3
is needed). Thus, in the short exat sequene
0→ J /IK → K/IK → L → 0
the term J /IK ∼= OX(−2)⊕2; thus J is generated, modulo IK, by two homogeneous
polynomials of degree two, ontained in K. Let these polynomials be
F1 := a1x
2 + b1xy + c1y
2, F2 := a2x
2 + b2xy + c2y
2.
By replaing F1 with F1 − b1/b2F2 (or renumbering the Fi in ase b2 = 0) we an
assume that b1 = 0 (we are only interested in the ideal generated).
Now if both a1 = a2 = 0, we get F1 = c1y
2
and F2 = b2xy + c2y
2
. Normalizing
to c1 = b2 = 1 and replaing F2 with F2 − c2F1 we get the ideal (xy, y
2) + IK =
(x3, xy, y2).
Assume a1 = 1. Replaing F2 by F2 − a2F1 we an assume a2 = 0. There are two
ases to onsider, namely c1 = 0 and c1 6= 0 (in whih ase we an assume c1 = 1
be resaling y). These two ases turn out to give basially the same analysis, so we
restrit our attention to the ase c1 = 0.
Thus we onsider F1 = x
2
and F2 = b2xy + c2y
2
. If either of b2, c2 is zero we get
ideals (x2, xy, y3) and (x2, y2). So assume b2 6= 0 6= c2. Resaling y we an assume
c2 = 1. Then, resaling x, we an assume b2 = 1: now F1 = x
2, F2 = xy + y
2
. If the
harateristi is dierent from two, the ideal generated by F1 and F2 an be put in
the form (x2, y2) through a linear hange of oordinates. Expliitly, let(
z
w
)
=
(
1 0
1/2 1
)(
x
y
)
Then z2 = x2 and w2 = 1/4x2+xy+y2, and the ideal generated by these two squares
is obivously the same as the ideal generated by F1 and F2. If the harateristi is
two, however, this annot be done. It is most easily seen if we try going the other
way: starting from z2, w2 and making a linear hange of oordinates, we get e.g.
z2 = (ax+ by)2 = a2x2 + b2y2. Thus we an in no way get the monomial xy as part
of our generating polynomial. To get (F1, F2) in the form from the statement, use
x 7→ x− y, y 7→ y.
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The remaining hoies of oordinates an easily be turned into one of the situations
disussed above by quite obvious linear hanges of oordinates. 
The next new phenomenon that enters is the presene of torsion in the sheaves
K/IK. The following proposition is a ontinuation of a part of Proposition 3.5:
Proposition 3.11. Let Y be the multiple struture on X with ideal K = (xν +
Gy, xy, y2), where ν ≥ 2. Then, in order to have a surjetion from K/IK onto a
loally free sheaf L, it is neessary and suient that L is isomorphi to a diret
summand of OX(−ν) ⊕ OX(−2) ∼= coker(OX(−2)
y2
→ K/IK). In partiular, y2 is
always ontained in the ideal of a simple thikening of Y .
Proof. Note rst that
IK = (xν+1 +Gxy, xνy +Gy2, x2y, xy2, y3) = (xν+1 +Gxy,Gy2, x2y, xy2, y3).
The term Gy2 tells us that the quotient sheaf K/IK has torsion. It is easy to write
down a free resolution of this sheaf:
0 // OX(−ν − 1)


0
0
G


// OX(−ν)⊕OX(−2)⊕2 // K/IK // 0
where the right hand map is the generator map.
Now giving a map from K/IK is equivalent to giving a map from OX(−ν) ⊕
OX(−2)
⊕2
that omposed with OX(−ν − 1) → OX(−ν) ⊕ OX(−2)
⊕2
is zero. If
the map goes to something loally free, the entire torsion subsheaf of K/IK has
to be killed. This is equivalent to demanding that the last OX(−2)-part is in the
kernel of the map, and the map fators through the projetion onto the rst two
summands OX(−ν) ⊕ OX(−2). The only loally free quotients of this sheaf are its
diret summands. 
Remark 3.12. Note that, in this situation, OX(−ν)⊕OX(−2) is isomorphi to the
quotient of K/IK by its torsion subsheaf.
To give an example of how to get speial strutures in dimension two, we will give
a more general result whih, speialized to n = 2, gives the example in question.
Proposition 3.13. Consider X = Pn ⊂ Pn+2 and Y = X(n−1). Then there are
innitely many dierent Hilbert polynomials of thikenings of Y to a struture of
multipliity one more than the multipliity of Y . With one exeption, none of these
lasses extends to Cohen-Maaulay multiple strutures on Pn+1 ⊂ Pn+3.
Proof. Letting K = (x, y)n be the ideal of Y , note that
K/IK ∼= OX(−n)
⊕n+1
with generators xn, xn−1y, . . . , yn. Now, hoosing n + 1 polynomials Fi satisfying⋂
V+(Fi) = ∅ of the same degree d, we get a short exat sequene
0→ J /IK → K/IK → OX(−n+ d)→ 0
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dening J . The Fj form a regular sequene, so the image of the map
(∧2(OX(−d)
⊕n+1))(−n + d)→ (OX(−d)
⊕n+1)(−n + d) ∼= K/IK
oming from the (twisted) Koszul omplex of the Fi equals the sub-Module J /IK.
Thus we an easily write down generators for the ideal J :
J = (Fjx
n−iyi − Fix
n−jyj)0≤i<j≤n + I
2.
Note that the Hilbert polynomial of V (J ) only depends on the degree d. In fat, the
Hilbert polynomial of Y = X(n−1) is given by
Hilb(Y )(t) = b0 + 2b1 + 3b2 + · · ·+ nbn−1
so
Hilb(V (J ))(t) = b0 + 2b1 + 3b2 + · · ·+ nbn−1 + bn−d
where
bi(t) :=
(
n+ t− i
n
)
= χ(OX(t− i)) = Hilb(OX(−i))(t).
In addition to the examples above, we an surjet K/IK onto a diret summand
OX(−n). The ideals J arising in this way an of ourse be extended to higher
dimensional spaes. All the others, if extended in the obvious way, will fail to be
Cohen-Maaulay in the ommon zero lous of the Fi. 
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Theorem 3.14. The type I strutures on X of multipliity ve are, up to linear
equivalene, the following:
(x5, y)
(x4, xy, y2)
(x3 + z0xy, x
2y, y2)
(x3, xy, y3)
(x3, x2y, y2)
(x3 + z0y
2, xy, y3)
(F2y
2 − F3xy, F1y
2 − F3x3, F1xy − F2x
3, x4, xy2, x3y, y3)
(P1x
2 + P2xy + P3y
2, x3, x2y, xy2, y3)
(x3, x2 + y2, y3)
(x4 +G1y, xy, y
2)
(x3 +G2y, x
2y, y2)
(x3 + z0xy +G3y, x
2y, y2)
(x2 + z0y, xy
2, y3)
(x2 + z0y + y
2, xy2, y3)
(x3, x2 + y2, y3)
(x2 + y2, x2y, xy2)
(x2 + xy + y2, x2y, xy2)
(x2 + z0y + xy + y
2, xy2, y3)
Here the last four are speial variants in harateristi two. The Fi ∈ k[z0, z1, z2]
satisfy degF1 = 1+degF2 = 1+degF3 ≥ 2 and
⋂
V+(Fi) = ∅; the struture (F2y2−
F3xy, F1y
2 − F3x3, F1xy − F2x3, x4, xy2, x3y, y3) only ours for dimX = 2. The
Pi ∈ k[z0, z1, z2] are all of degree a− 2 ≥ 1, and
⋂
V+(Pi) = ∅; the struture (P1x2 +
P2xy + P3y
2, x3, x2y, xy2, y3) only ours for dimX = 2. The Gi are polynomials in
z0, . . . , zn, degG1 = 3, degG2 = degG3 = 2.
Remark 3.15. The proof of this theorem ontains no new tehniques ompared with
the tehniques introdued for lower multipliities, with two exeptions. There is a
multipliity four struture that annot be thikened to a multipliity ve struture.
The proof of this fat oupies the next setion. There is a multipliity ve struture
built diretly on a multipliity three struture in dimension two. The rest of the
proof of the theorem is just tedious (but not totally trivial) alulation, and an be
found in [21℄.
Proposition 3.16. Let Y be the multiple struture on X = P2 with ideal (x2, xy, y2).
Then there is a multipliity ve struture ontaining Y , without any intermediate
Cohen-Maaulay multipliity four struture. The ideal of Y an be taken to be (P1x
2+
P2xy + P3y
2, x3, x2y, xy2, y3).
Proof. For any positive integer a there is a short exat sequene
0→ O(−a− 2)→ O(−2)⊕3 → Q→ 0
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for a bundleQ of rank two. The left hand map is given by three polynomials P1, P2, P3
of the same degree a−2. The image thus orresponds to the polynomial P1x2+P2xy+
P3y
2
. Together with the generators of (x, y)3, this polynomial generates the ideal of
Z. There is no intermediate multipliity four struture beause Q is not an extension
of line bundles. 
Remark 3.17. This proposition lls a gap from [21℄.
Remark 3.18. So far we have only seen speial features in harateristi two. The
main point was that, using linear transformations, the ross-term xy an neither
appear nor disappear. Similar problems arise in other harateristis, but then the
multipliity must be larger. To show how this happens, we onsider an expliit
example:
Example 3.19. Let Y be the multiple struture onX with idealK = (x3, x2y, xy2, y3).
Then K/IK ∼= OX(−3)⊕4. Consider a short exat sequene
0→ J /IK → K/IK → OX(−3)
⊕2 → 0.
Thus the ideal J will be generated, modulo IK, by two polynomials of degree three.
Assume J = (x3, ax2y + bxy2 + y3) + IK, where the salars a and b are both non-
zero. In harateristi dierent from three, this an be hanged to an ideal of the
form (z3, w3) + IK through a linear hange of oordinates. This annot be done in
harateristi three.
Remark 3.20. The example an easily be generalized to any given harateristi
p > 0.
3.3. A non-existene result. In this setion we show that there is no multipliity
ve struture on X ontaining the multipliity four struture with ideal J := (F2y
2−
F3xy, F1y
2 − F3x
2, F1xy − F2x
2, x3, x2y, xy2, y3). The preise result is the following:
Proposition 3.21. There is no surjetion
J /IJ → L → 0
for any invertible sheaf L on X. In partiular, V (J ) annot be thikened to a Cohen-
Maaulay multipliity ve struture.
Proof. Note that
IJ = (x4, x3y, x2y2, xy3, y4,
x(F2y
2 − F3xy), x(F1y
2 − F3x
2), x(F1xy − F2x
2)
y(F2y
2 − F3xy), y(F1y
2 − F3x
2), y(F1xy − F2x
2)).
Let us rst of all alulate the rank of J /IJ . This is
dimK(X)(J /IJ )ξ
where K(X) = OX,ξ is the funtion eld of X ; the loal ring of the generi point
ξ. Over this eld the Fi are invertible, and we an dene f1 = F1/F3, f2 = F2/F3.
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There are relations
f2xy
2 = x2y
f1xy
2 = x3
f1/f2x
2y = x3
f2y
3 = xy2
f1y
3 = yx2
f1/f2xy
2 = yx2
Thus the four generators x3, x2y, xy2, y3 only ontribute with one towards the rank
of J /IJ . The remaining three generators, divided by F3, are f2y2 − xy, f1y2 −
x2, f1xy − f2x2. They are related by the following K(X)-linear relation:
f1(f2y
2 − xy) + (f1xy − f2x
2) = f2(f1y
2 − x2).
They give a ontribution of two towards the rank. Thus,
rankJ /IJ = 3.
Next, we want a free presentation of this sheaf. The rst part is of ourse the
generator map
ψ : OX(−3)
⊕4 ⊕OX(−s− 2)
⊕3 → J /IJ ,
i.e. ψ is given by
ψ = (x3, x2y, xy2, y3, F2y
2 − F3xy, F1y
2 − F3x
2, F1xy − F2x
2).
Beause of the alulation above, over K(X), we expet that the kernel of ψ has
rank four. This will split in two omponents, one of rank three from the term
OX(−3)⊕4, and one of rank one from OX(−s − 2)⊕3. Preisely, let K := kerψ,
K1 := K ∩ OX(−s − 2)⊕3,K2 := K ∩ OX(−3)⊕4. Ki an also be desribed as the
kernels of ψ omposed with the anonial injetions. Let these maps be denoted by ψi.
The kernel of ψ1 an be represented by
0 // OX(−2s− 2)


F1
−F2
F3


// OX(−s− 2)⊕3 .
This gives rise to an exat sequene
0 // OX(−2s− 2) // OX(−s− 2)
ψ1 // J /IJ .
For the kernel of ψ2, we have a diagram
0 // kerψ2 // OX(−3)⊕4
ψ2 // J /IJ
OX(−s− 3)⊕6
B
66nnnnnnnnnnnn
OO
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where the 4× 6 matrix B is given by
B =


0 −F3 −F2 0 0 0
−F3 0 F1 0 −F3 −F2
F2 F1 0 −F3 0 F1
0 0 0 F2 F1 0


whih expresses the relations
x(F2y
2 − F3xy) ≡ 0(mod IJ)
x(F1y
2 − F3x
2) ≡ 0(mod IJ)
x(F1xy − F2x
2) ≡ 0(mod IJ)
y(F2y
2 − F3xy) ≡ 0(mod IJ)
y(F1y
2 − F3x
2) ≡ 0(mod IJ)
y(F1xy − F2x
2) ≡ 0(mod IJ)
This gives an exat sequene
OX(−s− 3)⊕6
β // OX(−3)⊕4
ψ2 // J /IJ .
All in all we get a free presentation
OX(−s− 3)
⊕6 ⊕OX(−2s− 2)
φ // OX(−3)
⊕4 ⊕OX(−s− 2)
⊕3 ψ // J /IJ // 0.
φ is given by
φ =


0 −F3 −F2 0 0 0 0
−F3 0 F1 0 −F3 −F2 0
F2 F1 0 −F3 0 F1 0
0 0 0 F2 F1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 F1
0 0 0 0 0 0 −F2
0 0 0 0 0 0 F3


.
Now giving a surjetion J /IJ → L, for an invertible sheaf L, is equivalent to giving
a surjetion λ : OX(−3)⊕4 ⊕ OX(−s − 2)⊕3 → L whih, omposed with φ, is zero.
Let λ = (l1, . . . , l7). Then
λφ = (−F3l2 + F2l3,−F3l1 + F1l3,−F2l1 + F1l2,−F3l3 + F2l4,
−F3l2 + F1l4,−F2l2 + F1l3, F1l5 − F2l6 + F3l7) = (0, . . . , 0)
Sine the matrix B (the upper left blok of φ) has full rank (= 4), we see that
l1 = l2 = l3 = l4 = 0. Thus l5, l6 and l7 must give the surjetion in question. But
these satisfy the relation F1l5 − F2l6 + F3l7 = 0, so the map OX(−s − 2)⊕3 → L
fators through the okernel of (F1,−F2, F3) : OX(−2s − 2) → OX(−s − 2)⊕3, and
this rank two okernel (being non-split) has no invertible quotient. Thus there is no
suh surjetion. This onludes the proof of the proposition. 
Remark 3.22. The proof atually shows that we annot get any struture of the
proposed type for higher dimensions as well.
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Remark 3.23. There is, however, a surjetion onto a loally free sheaf of rank two
(the okernel of the map (F1,−F2, F3) ouring in the proof), showing that there is
a thikening to a sheme of multipliity six.
4. Appliations in projetive geometry: splittings of bundles and
omplete intersetions
Let X ⊂ P be a regular embedding of smooth varieties, with normal bundle N
and Ideal I. Then N ∨ ∼= I/I2. Thus if we have a quotient E of the onormal bundle
we an dene a new sheme Y with Ideal J as follows:
J := ker(I → N ∨ → E).
Obviously, I2 ⊂ J ⊂ I, so Y is ontained in X(1), the rst innitesimal neighbour-
hood of X in P . If E is a bundle, then Y is a Cohen-Maaulay sheme. We will
primarily fous on the ase P = PN .
4.1. Hartshorne's Conjeture. A natural question is whether interesting proper-
ties of the bundle E is reeted in the geometry of the sheme Y . Reall the well
known onjetures
Conjeture 4.1 (Hartshorne's Conjeture in odimension two). Any smooth variety
X of odimension two in a projetive spae PN of dimension at least six is a omplete
intersetion.
Conjeture 4.2 (The rank two bundle onjeture). Any vetor bundle of rank two
on a projetive spae PN of dimension at least six splits.
Now onsider a onjeture expressed entirely in terms of multiple strutures of
degrees two and three:
Conjeture 4.3 (Conjeture on triple linear shemes). Consider a linear subspae
PN ⊂ PN+M of dimension N ≥ 6 and (arbitrary) odimension M , and a degree three
Cohen-Maaulay sheme Y satisfying
PN ⊂ Y ⊂ (PN)(1).
Then there exists a degree two Cohen-Maaulay sheme Z suh that
PN ⊂ Z ⊂ Y.
Theorem 4.4. These three onjetures are equivalent for eah N .
Proof. The equivalene of Hartshorne's Conjeture and the Rank two Bundle Con-
jeture is well known: a smooth subvariety of odimension two in PN , N ≥ 6 is
subanonial, whih implies that its normal bundle extends to the ambient spae.
This bundle is split if and only if the variety is a omplete intersetion. Also, given
any bundle of rank two, suiently high twists of it will have smooth setions.
Now onsider a setup as in the Conjeture on triple linear shemes. There is a
short exat sequene
0→ IY /I
2
X → IX/I
2
X → E → 0
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where X = PN ⊂ PN+M . Aording to Proposition 2.18 Y is Cohen-Maaulay if and
only if E is loally free. By Theorem 2.22 there is a 1 − 1 orrespondene between
Cohen-Maaulay shemes Z satisfying
X ⊂ Z ⊂ Y
and loally free sheaves L suh that there is a surjetion
E −→ L.
In this ase, if both inlusions are strit, Z has to be of degree two and L has to be
invertible. Thus the kernel of E → L is also invertible, so E splits as the sum of these
two bundles. The 1 − 1 orrespondene says that we an also go the other way; a
splitting of E produes Z. The only thing left to show is that any bundle of rank two
appears in suh a sequene, or rather that a twist of it does.
To see this, for a given E , replae it by a suiently high twist so that E(1) is
generated by global setions. Let M = h0(E(1)), and embed X = PN ⊂ PN+M as a
linear subspae. Then the onormal bundle of X ⊂ PN+M satises
IX/I
2
X
∼= OX(−1)
⊕M ∼= OX(−1)⊗H
0(E(1)) −→ E
where the right hand map is the global setion map twisted by −1. Thus we get a
sequene of the kind we need. 
Remark 4.5. We an also make a similar onjeture for some speial multiple stru-
tures on a linear subspae of odimension two, whih again will be equivalent to
Hartshorne's Conjeture. The degree, however, will be very muh larger. Expliitly,
onsider a vetor bundle E on PN , and assume that it is globally generated by its
M = h0(E) setions. Restriting the onormal sheaf of the (M − 2)nd innitesimal
neighbourhood of PN in PN+2 to PN , we get OPN (−(M −1))
⊕M
, and E(−(M −1)) is
a quotient of this bundle. We an now proeed as above to prove that Hartshorne's
Conjeture is equivalent to the following onjeture:
Conjeture 4.6. Consider PN , N ≥ 6, as a linear subspae of odimension two in
PN+2. Assume that Y is a Cohen-Maaulay sheme satisfying
(PN)(M) ⊂ Y ⊂ (PN)(M+1)
suh that the degree of Y is equal to the degree of (PN)(M) + 2. Then there is a
Cohen-Maaulay sheme Z of degree equal to the degree of (PN)(M) + 1 with
(PN)(M) ⊂ Z ⊂ Y.
Remark 4.7. These two onjetures on multiple strutures onsider extreme in-
variants: low degree and low odimension. The following more general onjeture
an be proven to be equivalent to Hartshorne's Conjeture in exatly the same way:
Conjeture 4.8. Consider a linear subspae X = PN ⊂ PN+M of dimension N ≥ 6.
Let W be a Cohen-Maaulay multiple monomial sheme with Wred = X, and let Y
be a Cohen-Maaulay multiple sheme satisfying
IWIX ⊂ IY ⊂ IW
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and deg Y = degW + 2. Then there exists a Cohen-Maaulay sheme Z, of degree
equal to degW + 1, suh that
W ⊂ Z ⊂ Y.
Remark 4.9. Any ounter-example to any of these statements for N ≤ 5 also pro-
dues a non-split bundle of rank two.
Remark 4.10. It is well known that any bundle of rank r on PN is a quotient of
a sum of N + r line bundles. Thus in order to prove Hartshorne's onjeture, it
would be suient to lassify triple Cohen-Maaulay shemes on a linear subspae
X of dimension six in P14, ontained in the rst innitesimal neighbourhood. If
Hartshorne's onjeture holds, the only ones are of the following form:
If a given rank two bundle splits, the sequene dening its triple struture would
be
0→ I/I2X → IX/I
2
X
∼= O(−1)⊕8 → O(a)⊕O(b)→ 0
where the right hand map is given by a full-rank matrix(
f0 f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7
g0 g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 g7
)
Let IX = (x0, · · · , x7) and Mij = figj − fjgi for all i > j. Then the ideal I an be
omputed from the above as
I = (xkMij − xjMik + xiMjk) + I
2
X , 7 ≥ i > j > k ≥ 0.
Beause of the link with bundles of rank two, we are interested in shemes of degree
three. For redued, equidimensional shemes there is a short list of examples. One
might wonder how these possible shemes of degree three ompare with the redued
shemes; this question is onsidered in Setion 4.3.
The last part of the proof of Theorem 4.4 an be generalized to a muh wider
setting, though the small degree part is removed (as well as the ondition that E(1)
is generated by global setions):
Proposition 4.11. Let E be a bundle on a projetive variety X. Then there is a
projetive embedding i : X →֒ PN with normal bundle Ni, and a surjetion N ∨i −→ E .
Proof. Let π : P(E∨ ⊕ OX) → X be the projetive ompletion of the total spae of
the bundle E∨. The normal bundle of the zero setion s, Ns, is isomorphi to E∨.
The projetive ompletion is again a projetive variety, and an thus be embedded
j : P(E∨ ⊕ OX) →֒ PN . Dene i = j ◦ s. We have a short exat sequene (see [4℄,
Proposition VII.1.7. The N there is our N ∨.)
0→ s∗N ∨j → N
∨
i → N
∨
s → 0.
But E ∼= N ∨s . 
There is a way of doing this more diretly for an already (regularly) embedded
variety i : X →֒ PN , but this again requires E(1) to be globally generated. Let N be
the normal bundle of i.
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Proposition 4.12. If E is a bundle on X suh that E(1) is generated by global
setions, then there is a further embedding X
i
⊆ PN
j
⊂ PN+M , where j is a linear
embedding, suh that E is a quotient of the onormal bundle of j ◦ i.
Proof. Note rst that the normal bundle of PN in PN+M is isomorphi to O(1)⊕M .
We have an exat sequene
0→ N → NX/PN+M → i
∗NPN/PN+M → 0.
We want to show that this sequene splits. Using indution, we an assume M = 1.
Sine the normal bundle depends only on a neighbourhood of the embedded variety,
and beause NPN/PN+1 ∼= O(1), this exat sequene is equivalent to
0→ N → NX/PN+1\{P} → OX(1)→ 0
where P ∈ PN+1 \ PN is a point. We thus have a retration p : PN+1 \ {P} → PN .
Sine p ◦ j ◦ i = i, a regular embedding, we have the sequene (see [10℄ B 7.5.)
0→ (j ◦ i)∗TPN+1\{P}/PN → NX/PN+1\{P} → N → 0.
This is easily seen to give a splitting of the sequene above. Thus
NX/PN+M ∼= N ⊕OX(1)
⊕M .
Choose M = h0(E(1)), so that we have a morphism
O⊕MX
∼= H0(E(1))⊗OX
α(1)
−→ E(1)
and thus
N ∨X/PN+M
∼= N ∨ ⊕OX(−1)
⊕M (0,α)−→ E
as laimed. 
Denition 4.13 (The multiple struture assoiated to a bundle). Let us rst onsider
the ase X = PN , with a bundle E suh that E(1) is globally generated. The following
multiple struture Y will be alled the multiple struture assoiated to E : Embed
PN ⊂ PN+M as a linear subspae, M = h0(E(1)). Then E is a quotient of the
onormal bundle N ∨ ∼= I/I2. The Ideal J dened by
J := ker(I −→ I/I2 −→ E)
denes a Cohen-Maaulay sheme Y , with Yred = P
N
. This is the sheme onstruted,
for E of rank two, in the proof of Theorem 4.4.
In general, for an embedded sheme X ⊂ PN , and E as above, we dene J and
Y in the same manner, but using the onstrution from Proposition 4.12. Note that
this redues to the above in ase X = PN .
This notion behaves well under the operation diret sum, and also under restrition
if some extra onditions are met. We assume throughout that E(1) is a globally
generated bundle on X ⊂ PN . Thus the multiple sheme assoiated to E is dened.
Theorem 4.14. Suppose E splits as a sum of two bundles E ∼= E1 ⊕ E2. Then the
embedding and the multiple sheme assoiated to E are the obered oprodut of the
embeddings and multiple shemes assoiated to E1 and E2.
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Proof. Dene Mi = h
0(Ei(1)),M = M1 + M2 = h0(E(1)). There is a diagram of
inlusions
X
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG

// Y1

{{ww
ww
ww
ww
w
PN //
 %%KK
KK
KK
KK
KK
PN+M1

PN+M2 // PN+M
Y2 //
;;wwwwwwwww
Y
ccGGGGGGGGG
Obviously, the inner square is Cartesian, as well as the upper and left squares. To
see that the right square is Cartesian, we need to show that Y
⋂
PN+M1 = Y1 as
subshemes of PN+M . Let I,J ,J1 be the Ideals of X, Y, Y1 in OPN+M . We need
to show that J1 = J + IPN+M1/PN+M1+M2 , and sine both sides ontain I
2
, it will
sue to show equality modulo this ideal. By the proof of Proposition 4.12 I/I2 ∼=
N ∨ ⊕OX(−1)
⊕M1 ⊕OX(−1)
⊕M2
. Then we have a short exat sequene
0→ J1/I
2 → I/I2 → E1 → 0,
or, using the splitting of I/I2,
0→ J1/I
2 → N ∨ ⊕OX(−1)
⊕M1 ⊕OX(−1)
⊕M2 → E1 → 0.
Sine the right hand map splits as the sum of two zero maps and a surjetion
α1 : OX(−1)⊕M1 → E1, we get an isomorphism
J1/I
2 ∼= N ∨ ⊕ kerα1 ⊕OX(−1)
⊕M2.
Likewise
J /I2 ∼= N ∨ ⊕ kerα1 ⊕ kerα2.
Thus we see that the dierene in the generating sets of the ideals J and J1 is
just the linear polynomials in the OX(−1)⊕M2 part, whih are the generators for the
ideal IPN+M1/PN+M1+M2 . The proof that the right hand square is Cartesian is omplete.
The lower square is thus Cartesian by symmetry. Sine all the small squares are
Cartesian, the outer square must be Cartesian as well. The proof is omplete. 
Theorem 4.15. Let E be a bundle on Z, X ⊂ Z ⊂ PN smooth shemes and regular
embeddings. Assume E(1) is globally generated on Z, and that the anonial map
H0(E(1))→ H0(E(1)|X) is surjetive (e.g. if H
1(E(1)⊗IX/Z) = 0). Then the multiple
sheme assoiated to E|X is the intersetion of the multiple sheme assoiated with
E and the one over X (in the embedding of PN ⊂ PN+M assoiated to E). This
intersetion is ontained in a linear subspae of odimension h0(E(1)⊗ IX/Z).
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Proof. Note rst that the onditions imply that
0→ H0(E(1)⊗ IX/Z)→ H
0(E(1))→ H0(E(1)|X)→ 0
is exat.
When taking the multiple sheme assoiated with E(1) we hoose a basis for
H0(E(1)) and use this basis as a new set of variables, generating the ideal of PN
in PN+M , where M = h0(E(1)). Let I,J be the Ideals of X,Z in PN+M . Choose a
vetor spae splitting H0(E(1)) ∼= H0(E(1) ⊗ IX/Z) ⊕ H
0(E(1)|X). Consider the two
sequenes
0→ I ′/I2 → N ∨Z/PN ⊕H
0(E(1))⊗OZ(−1)→ E → 0
and
0→ J ′/J 2 → N ∨X/PN ⊕ (H
0(E(1)|X)⊕ H
0(E(1)⊗ IX/Z))⊗OX(−1)→ E|X → 0.
Clearly the kernel of the lower sequene is generated by the onormal bundle of
X in PN (orresponding to the ideal of the one over X) and the kernel of the
upper sequene (interseting with the sheme assoiated to E). The term H0(E(1)⊗
IX/Z)⊗OX(−1) in the lower sequene tells us that there are h
0(E(1)⊗ IX/Z) linear
polynomials in the ideal. The remaining equations are the equations of the sheme
assoiated to E|X in the embedding assoiated to E|X .

4.2. Extensions and splittings of bundles; the rst innitesimal neighbour-
hood. In this setion we will generalize the disussion about Hartshorne's Conjeture
to inlude a muh wider lass of questions onerning the splittings and extensions
of bundles. We will also give some examples, inluding equations for the sheme
assoiated to the Horroks-Mumford bundle.
We let E be a bundle on PN , of rank r, suh that E(1) is globally generated. Dene
M = h0(E(1)) and let Y be the sheme assoiated to E ; there is a sequene
0→ IY /I
2
X → IX/I
2
X → E → 0
where all Ideals are Ideals in OPN+M .
Theorem 4.16. Suppose N ≥ 2. The bundle E splits as a sum of line bundles if and
only if there is a sequene of subshemes
X = PN ⊂ Z1 ⊂ Z2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Zr−1 ⊂ Y
where eah Zi is a Cohen-Maaulay sheme, and the degree of Zi is i+ 1.
Proof. For eah Zi dene the loally free OX-Module Fi, of rank i, by
0→ IZi/I
2
X → IX/I
2
X → Fi → 0.
By Theorem 2.22, there is a sequene of surjetive maps (or a oltration of E)
E −→ Fr −→ Fr−1 −→ . . . −→ F1
where the kernel of eah map is an invertible sheaf,
0→Mi → Fi → Fi−1 → 0.
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Sine N ≥ 2, all Ext1O
PN
(G1,G2) = 0 for invertible sheaves G1,G2. Espeially, the
sequene
0→M2 → F2 → F1 → 0
splits. Indutively we get
Fi ∼= ⊕j≤iMj
(where M1 := F1) from the exat sequene
0→Mi → Fi → Fi−1 → 0
and
Ext1(Fi−1,Mi) ∼= Ext
1(⊕j≤i−1Mj,Mi) ∼= ⊕j≤i−1 Ext
1(Mj,Mi) = 0.
Thus
E ∼= ⊕Mi.
The opposite impliation an be shown by reversing this argument, again using
Theorem 2.22 to onlude. 
One of the diulties inherent in this theory is that the odimension must be
rather large if we want interesting examples. For instane
Proposition 4.17. Let PN be linearly embedded in PN+M , M ≤ N , and let there be
given a Cohen-Maaulay nilpotent sheme Y with support equal to this PN , ontained
in the rst innitesimal neighbourhood. Then Y has a Cohen-Maaulay subsheme
with the same support, of degree one less.
Proof. This is a onsequene of a result of Faltings' [8℄, whih states (among other
things) that a surjetion from a free OPN -Module of rank ≤ N onto a loally free
Module is split. 
Thus the rst interesting ase is P2 ⊂ P5, sine all bundles on P1 split.
Example 4.18. Consider the embedding of X = P2 ⊂ P5. To nd interesting
examples of Cohen-Maaulay multiple strutures of degree three, we need bundles of
rank two that are quotients of OX(−1)⊕3. We start with the dual situation; more
preisely we have a short exat sequene
0→ Q→ OX(1)
⊕3 → OX(a + 2)→ 0,
where a ≥ 0 and the last map is given by three homogeneous polynomials f1, f2, f3
of degree a+1 in the variables z0, z1, z2. The surjetivity of the map is equivalent to
the ondition
⋂
V+(fi) = ∅. Q is the kernel of this map, a bundle of rank two. We
dualize the above sequene to get
0→ OX(−a− 2)→ OX(−1)
⊕3 → F → 0,
F = Q∨. Now the rst map is given by 1 7→ (f1e1, f2e2, f3e3)t, where 1 is a basis for
OX(−a− 2) and the ei are a basis for OX(−1)⊕3.
In our situation, we t this into our standard sequene
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0→ IY /I
2
X → IX/I
2
X → F → 0.
The basis element ei orresponds to the monomial xi in IX . Obviously, F(1) is
globally generated by three setions, whereas F is not globally generated (in fat, F
doesn't have any global setions). The ideal of Y is given by the equations
IY = (f1x1 + f2x2 + f3x3, (x1, x2, x3)
2).
Compare this example with the multipliity ve struture from Proposition 3.16.
Remark 4.19. Note that there is no other Cohen-Maaulay triple struture on P2 ⊂
P5 that is ontained in (P2)(1), without a double Cohen-Maaulay substruture.
Example 4.20 (The split ase). This example will shed light on Proposition 4.17,
Theorem 4.14 and Conjeture 4.3.
Consider the following setup:
Let X = Pn ⊂ Pn+m be the linear embedding assoiated to E ∼= OX(a) ⊕
OX(b), a, b ≥ 0 by the above method (the ase a = −1 being simpler). In partiular,
m = h0(E(1)). Then the orresponding multipliity 3 struture has equations
(xI1z
I2 − xI3z
I4 , xJ1z
J2 − xJ3z
J4 , (xI , xJ)
2)|I1 + I2 = I3 + I4, J1 + J2 = J3 + J4
where X has oordinates z0, ..., zn, z
I := zi00 ...z
in
n for the n+1-tuple I = (i0, ..., in) of
weight | I |= Σil = a + 1, zJ := z
j0
0 ...z
jn
n for the n + 1-tuple I = (j0, ..., jn) of weight
| J |= Σjl = b+1 and the ideal I of X is generated by the xI and the xJ . Eah tuple
with letter I has weight a+1, and similarly for J . In the equation I1+I2 = I3+I4, all
operations are operations on tuples, so the two expressions are equal term by term.
Proof. Reall the morphism
H0(E(1))⊗OX → E(1)
whih, twisted with −1, gives the exat sequene
0 // J /I2 // I/I2 ∼= OX(−1)⊕m
α // E // 0 .
J is the Ideal we are interested in. α onsists of two diret summands: the morphism
dened by a generating set of the vetor spae H0(OX(a + 1)), whih we take to be
the monomials of degree a + 1 in the zi's, and the other morphism similarly dened
by the monomials of degree b + 1. These parts ontribute with all relations on the
monomials of degree a+1 and of degree b+1. For eah monomial zI := zi00 ...z
in
n , let
xI be the orresponding variable in the homogeneous oordinate ring of P
n+m
. We
want to ompute the relations among the xI with oeients in the zi. Compare with
the (a + 1)-uple embedding assoiated to the omplete linear system | OX(a + 1) |,
given on oordinate rings by
k[TI | I is an n-tuple of total weight a+1] → k[z0, ..., zn].
TI 7→ zI
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The kernel of this map, i.e. the ideal of the (a+1)-uple embedding, is generated by the
elements TI1TI2−TI3TI4 , I1+I2 = I3+I4. Translating this bak to the xI , the relations
among them with oeients in the zi are exatly xI1z
I2 − xI3z
I4 , I1 + I2 = I3 + I4.
Note that also the relations with I1 = I3, I2 = I4 must be inluded, and that the
two relations xI1z
I2 − xI3z
I4
and xI2z
I1 − xI4z
I3
are dierent. Thus the number of
equations is larger than the number of equations for the (a + 1)-uple embedding.
Giving the other diret summand, orresponding to monomials of degree b + 1, the
same treatment proves the statement. 
Sine the bundle in questions splits, we expet to nd a Cohen-Maaulay subsheme
of degree two. There are two hoies for this subshemes, one for eah summand.
One possibility has ideal
(xI1z
I2 − xI3z
I4 , xJ , (xI)
2)|I1 + I2 = I3 + I4.
Swithing the role of I and J produes the other.
Remark 4.21. By Hartshorne's Conjeture we expet that the above is essentially
the only example of triple strutures in the rst innitesimal neighbourhood of a
linear subspae of dimension at least six.
Example 4.22. The famous Horroks-Mumford bundle on P4 = X is partiularly
interesting beause it is essentially the only known example of a non-split rank 2
bundle on P4 in harateristi zero. So let E be this bundle, twisted so that E(1) is
generated by global setions, whereas E is not. Then the minimal free resolution of
E is given by Manolahe [16℄,[17℄ (inluding expliit matries) as
0→ OX(−5)
⊕2 → OX(−3)
⊕20 → OX(−2)
⊕35 → OX(−1)
⊕15 ⊕O⊕4X → E → 0.
Note that dimΓ(E(1)) = 35, so that we will onsider X = P4 ⊂ P39. Consider the
omposite
OX(−1)⊕35
φ // OX(−1)⊕15 ⊕O
⊕4
X
// E .
φ is the diret sum of two maps: One is an isomorphism OX(−1)⊕15 ∼= OX(−1)⊕15.
The other is four opies of the right hand map in the Euler sequene
0→ ΩX → OX(−1)
⊕5 → OX → 0.
Using the omputer system Maaulay2, [11℄, we nd the equations dening the kernel
J /I2X from the sequene
0→ J /I2X → OX(−1)
⊕35 → E → 0.
Together with the equations (x1, ..., x35)
2
they generate the ideal orresponding to
J . The remaining equations are
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−z4x19 + z3x20 −z4x24 + z3x25
−z4x29 + z3x30 −z4x34 + z3x35
−z4x5 + z2x17 + z3x21 z3x2 − z4x11 + z2x18
z2x3 − z4x16 − z3x22 −z3x1 + z2x12 − z4x20
−z3x18 + z2x19 −z3x23 + z2x24
−z3x28 + z2x29 −z3x33 + z2x34
−z4x18 + z2x20 −z4x23 + z2x25
−z4x28 + z2x30 −z4x33 + z2x35
−z3x4 + z1x16 + z4x23 z3x9 + z4x13 + z2x15 + z1x21 − z4x28
z4x4 − z2x6 + z1x22 z2x1 − z3x15 + z1x17
z1x2 − z4x19 − z2x21 z4x9 + z3x10 + z1x12 + z2x16 − z4x34
z2x7 + z1x8 + z4x15 + z3x16 − z2x32 −z4x1 + z1x9 − z2x23
z2x8 + z3x12 + z1x14 + z4x21 − z3x27 z1x1 − z4x8 + z3x24
−z2x5 + z1x11 − z3x19 z1x3 − z3x6 + z4x25
−z4x5 + z1x18 + z3x21 −z2x22 + z1x23
−z2x27 + z1x28 −z2x32 + z1x33
−z3x17 + z1x19 −z3x22 + z1x24
−z3x27 + z1x29 −z3x32 + z1x34
−z4x17 + z1x20 −z4x22 + z1x25
−z4x27 + z1x30 −z4x32 + z1x35
z3x3 − z1x10 + z0x21 −z3x3 + z2x4 − z4x7 + z1x10
z1x5 − z2x14 + z0x16 −z4x2 + z1x5 + z3x13 − z2x14
z1x6 + z0x7 + z3x14 + z4x18 − z1x31 z4x4 − z3x5 − z2x6 + z0x8
−z2x1 + z0x3 − z4x14 + z3x15 z1x7 + z2x11 + z0x13 + z4x24 − z2x26
z4x10 + z3x11 + z0x14 + z2x22 − z3x26 z0x5 − z3x7 + z2x23
z3x2 − z1x4 − z4x11 + z0x15 z4x6 + z0x10 + z2x13 + z3x17 − z4x31
z0x1 − z3x18 − z4x22 z0x6 + z4x12 + z1x15 + z3x23 − z4x27
z3x8 + z2x9 + z0x11 + z4x17 − z3x33 z0x2 − z2x10 + z3x24
−z4x3 + z0x12 − z3x19 −z2x2 + z0x9 − z4x25
z0x4 − z1x13 + z4x20 −z3x4 + z0x17 + z4x23
z3x9 + z4x13 + z2x15 + z0x22 − z4x28 −z1x26 + z0x27
−z1x31 + z0x32 −z2x16 + z0x18
−z2x21 + z0x23 −z2x26 + z0x28
−z2x31 + z0x33 −z3x16 + z0x19
−z3x21 + z0x24 −z3x26 + z0x29
−z3x31 + z0x34 −z4x16 + z0x20
−z4x21 + z0x25 −z4x26 + z0x30
−z4x31 + z0x35
Thus we have a large number of equations (705), and the odimension is 35.
4.3. Redued shemes of degree three. In this setion we will onsider redued,
equidimensional projetive shemes of low degree. For degree one the only suh
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variety is linear spae itself. For degree two there are two possibilities: a quadri hy-
persurfae (whih may or may not be smooth) and a union of two linear subspaes,
whih may interset in any given dimension. For degree three the lassiation was
done in the anonymous note [23℄. Roughly speaking, there is one irreduible variety of
degree three that is not a hypersurfae, namely the Segre embedding of P1×P2 ⊂ P5,
together with (repeated) hyperplane setions and ones over these. For degree four
Swinnerton-Dyer lassied the irreduible varieties in [20℄. For degrees ve to eight
all varieties have been lassied in a series of papers by Ionesu, see [14℄ and the
referenes therein. Beause of the link with Hartshorne's Conjeture (from Conje-
ture 4.3 and Theorem 4.4) we will fous our attention on the degree three ase. A
omplete list will be given expliitly only in dimension four, and the Hilbert poly-
nomials will be ompared to the Hilbert polynomial of the sheme assoiated to the
Horroks-Mumford bundle.
Proposition 4.23. The irreduible, nondegenerate varieties of degree three are the
following:
(i) A ubi hypersurfae in Pn.
(ii) The Segre variety P1 × P2 ⊂ P5.
(iii) An irreduible hyperplane setion of the Segre variety in (ii).
(iv) A twisted ubi in P3; this is an irreduible hyperplane setion of the variety
in (iii).
(v) A one over one of the varieties in (ii)-(iv).
Of ourse, a one over a (ubi) hypersurfae is again a (ubi) hypersurfae.
The Hilbert polynomials of these varieties are most onveniently expressed in terms
of the Hilbert polynomials of projetive spaes.
Proposition 4.24. Let Pn(d) :=
(
n+ d
d
)
be the Hilbert polynomial of projetive
n-spae. Then the Hilbert polynomials of (i)-(v) in Proposition 4.23 are
(i) 3Pn−1 − 3Pn−2 + Pn−3
(ii) 3P3 − 2P2
(iii) 3P2 − 2P1
(iv) 3P1 − 2P0
(v) If the dimension of the one is n, the Hilbert polynomial is 3Pn − 2Pn−1
Proof. For the rst two, use the resolution of the struture sheaf. Then (iii) and (iv)
follow from (ii) sine the resolutions ome from the resolution of the Segre embedding
by tensoring with a generi OH , where H is a hyperplane. (v) follows from (ii)-(iv)
and the following general remark: Let I ⊂ S := k[x0, . . . , xn] be the ideal of a
projetive sheme X ⊂ Pn := ProjS. Let T := k[x0, . . . , xn, xn+1, . . . , xn+m] be the
at S-algebra suh that Pn+m = Proj T . Then the one over X in Pn+m has ideal
I ⊗S T . Sine T is at over S, the resolution (i.e. the graded betti numbers) of I is
preserved; just exhange OPn+m for OPn. 
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For reduible shemes the situation is slightly more diult to state, although the
geometri piture is lear. The new subtlety is the intersetions of the irreduible
omponents. We rst state the preise result desribing the possibilities for the union
of four-dimensional irreduible varieties L and Q of degree one and two:
Proposition 4.25. The possible shemes that are a union of L and Q are lassied
by the intersetion L ∩Q. The intersetion is one of the following:
(i) The empty set (i.e. the disjoint union).
(ii) One point.
(iii) Two points.
(iv) A line.
(v) A oni.
(vi) A plane.
(vii) A two dimensional quadri.
(viii) A three-dimensional linear spae.
(ix) A three dimensional quadri.
Thus the orresponding Hilbert polynomials are (reall that the Hilbert polynomials
of L and Q, in our notation, are P4 and 2P4 − P3)
(i) 3P4 − P3.
(ii) 3P4 − P3 − P0.
(iii) 3P4 − P3 − 2P0.
(iv) 3P4 − P3 − P1.
(v) 3P4 − P3 − 2P1 + P0.
(vi) 3P4 − P3 − P2.
(vii) 3P4 − P3 − 2P2 + P1.
(viii) 3P4 − 2P3.
(ix) 3P4 − 3P3 + P2.
Proof. The rst part is a simple onsequene of the fat that the highest dimensional
linear subvarieties lying on an irreduible quadri hypersurfae in P5 have dimension
two. The seond part follows from the rst and the equality
Hilb(L ∪Q) = HilbL+HilbQ− Hilb(L ∩Q).

We will need the following proposition:
Proposition 4.26. Let W = X ∪ Y ∪Z ⊂ PN be a union of three pairwise dierent
four-dimensional linear subspaes. Let the Hilbert polynomial of W be
HilbW = 3P4 − aP3 + . . .
Then a = 0, 1, 2 or 3.
Proof. Interset W with a general PN−3. This intersetion is then a union of three
lines with Hilbert polynomial
3P1 − aP0.
The possible unions of three lines are the following:
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• Three skew lines, giving a = 0.
• Two lines interseting in a point, the third not interseting these two, giving
a = 1.
• Two skew lines, the third interseting both these two, giving a = 2.
• A triangle, giving a = 3.
• Three lines in the plane, interseting in one point, giving a = 3.
• Three non-oplanar lines interseting in one point, giving a = 2.
This establishes the laim. 
Remark 4.27. In fat, we an be more preise. Through a ase-by-ase analysis it
an be seen that the following is the omplete list of Hilbert polynomials for a union
of three four-dimensional linear spaes:
3P4 3P4 − P0 3P4 − 2P0
3P4 − 3P0 3P4 − P1 3P4 − P1 − P0
3P4 − 2P1 3P4 − P1 − 2P0 3P4 − 2P − 1− P0
3P4 − 3P1 + P0 3P4 − 3P1 3P4 − P2
3P4 − P2 − P0 3P4 − P2 − P1 3P4 − P2 − 2P0
3P4 − P2 − P1 3P4 − P2 − P1 − P0 3P4 − 2P2
3P4 − P2 − 2P1 + P0 3P4 − P2 − 2P1 3P4 − 2P2 − P1 + P0
3P4 − 3P2 + P1 3P4 − 3P2 + P0 3P4 − P3
3P4 − P3 − P0 3P4 − P3 − 2P0 3P4 − P3 − P1
3P4 − P3 − 2P1 + P0 3P4 − P3 − P2 3P4 − P3 − 2P2 + P1
3P4 − 2P3 3P4 − 3P3 + P2
Sine the argument is quite tehnial, and we only need the weaker statement in
the above proposition, we will not provide the proof for this statement.
Proposition 4.28. Let Y be the triple struture on P4 embedded in P39 from Example
4.22. Then Y determines a point in a Hilbert sheme H. No point in H orresponds
to a redued, equidimensional sheme.
Proof. The Hilbert polynomial of the Horroks-Mumford bundle E was omputed
already in [13℄. With our twist and notation, the result reads
Hilb E = 2P4 + 5P3 + 5P2 − 10P0.
By Proposition 2.13 the Hilbert polynomial of Y is then
HilbY = HilbP4 +Hilb E = 3P4 + 5P3 + 5P2 − 10P0
whih is not among the possibilities for redued degree three shemes found above.

Remark 4.29. One might hope to gain new insight into the validity of Hartshorne's
Conjeture through the reformulation in Theorem 4.4 and the very small number
of degree three varieties. Our last proposition suggests that it will be diult to
searh for (possible) ounter-examples to the onjeture by this proedure. At least
we annot expet to nd new bundles by deforming given redued varieties to triple
shemes on linear subspaes and reversing the above proess.
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Remark 4.30. In general, for arbitrary dimension n, we an prove by the same ar-
gument that any redued, equidimensional sheme of degree three has Hilbert poly-
nomial of the form 3Pn − aPn−1 + . . . , where a = 0, 1, 2, 3.
4.4. Complete intersetions, projetions and multiple strutures. In this
setion we onsider subvarieties of a projetive spae PN . Our rst result provides
a partial generalization of a riterion from [3℄ from odimension two to higher odi-
mension. Roughly speaking, it says that omplete intersetions are haraterized by
the struture of the rst innitesimal neighbourhood.
Theorem 4.31. Let X ⊂ PN be a smooth variety of odimension c.
a) Let X be a omplete intersetion, and hoose polynomials F1, . . . , Fc of degrees
f1, . . . , fc generating the ideal of X. For eah subset S ⊂ {1, . . . , c} there is
a multiple Cohen-Maaulay struture ZS, ontained in the rst innitesimal
neighbourhood, with dening short exat sequene
0→ JS/I
2
X → IX/I
2
X
Fi→ ⊕OX(−fi)→ 0,
where i runs through S. ZS ⊂ ZS′ if and only if S ⊂ S ′. The multipliity of
ZS is equal to the ardinality of S + 1.
b) If X has multiple strutures ZS as above (but with general line bundles, not
neessarily of the form OX(−f)), then the normal bundle of X splits. Es-
peially, if the Piard group of X is generated by the lass of a hyperplane
setion (e.g. if dimX ≥ N+2
2
), X is a omplete intersetion.
) Assume that the Piard group of X is generated by the lass of a hyperplane
setion, and that H2∗IX = 0. Then X is a omplete intersetion if and only
if there is a ltration
X = X0 ⊂ X1 ⊂ ... ⊂ XcodimX = X
(1)
of the rst innitesimal neighbourhood of X in P, where eah Xi is Cohen-
Maaulay and has multipliity one more than Xi−1.
Proof. The proof of part a): the onormal bundle of X is isomorphi to ⊕iOX(−fi),
and the morphisms in the statement are projetions onto summands given by hoos-
ing the polynomials not in the ideal of ZS. The last statements follow easily.
For the proof of part b), assume that the odimension c = 3. The extension to
general odimension is straightforward but messy. So we have a graph of inlusions
Z1 //
  B
BB
BB
BB
B
Z12
%%LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
X = Z∅
;;wwwwwwwww
//
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
Z2
>>||||||||
  B
BB
BB
BB
B
Z13 // Z123 = X
(1)
Z3 //
>>||||||||
Z23
99ssssssssss
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Now for eah pair i, j there is a diagram
0

0

M

0 // Iij/I2X //

IX/I2X
// Lij //

0
0 // Ii/I2X
//

IX/I2X
// Li //

0
M

0
0
Reversing the role of i and j gives a similar diagram, but the the right hand olumn
is turned upside down, showing two things: that the M dened by the diagram is
isomorphi to Lj, and that the right hand sequene splits. Now a similar argument
an be made for the diagram
0

0

M′

0 // Iijk/I2X //

IX/I2X
// Lijk //

0
0 // Iij/I2X //

IX/I
2
X
// Lij //

0
M′

0
0
showing that M′ ∼= Lk and that Lijk splits as a sum of the three line bundles
Li,Lj,Lk. But Iijk = I2X , so
IX/I
2
X
∼= L123 ∼= L1 ⊕ L2 ⊕ L3.
Now if the Piard group is generated by the lass of a hyperplane setion, these
summands are all twists of the struture sheaf of X , and the normal bundle of X an
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be extended to the orresponding split bundle on PN .
The ondition dimX ≥ N+2
2
is the ondition in the Barth-Lefshetz Theorem,
whih says, among other things, that PicX = hZ, h the lass of a hyperplane setion.
Let us prove part ). Suppose we have a ltration as in the statement. For eah i
there is a short exat sequene
0→ IXi/I
2
X → IX/I
2
X → Li → 0
where Li is loally free of rank i. Furthermore we have surjetions Li −→ Lj when-
ever i > j. Thus we have a ltration of IX/I2X with suessive quotients whih are line
bundles on X . Beause of the onditions Ext1(M,N ) = H1OX(d) = H2IX(d) = 0
for all line bundles M,N on X (d being some twist depending on M and N ), and
IX/I2X atually splits. We onlude as in part b).

Remark 4.32. Of ourse, given a ltration as in part ) one an get the splittings
if the ohomology vanishes in the (nite number of) relevant degrees.
Remark 4.33. In odimension two, the result has been generalized to singular va-
rieties, see [9℄.
Our next results tie in double strutures and projetions. Our setup is the follow-
ing: i : X →֒ PN is a non-singular, onneted variety, and P ∈ PN \X is the enter
of a projetion π : PN \ {P} → PN−1. We use the same symbol for the restrition to
X . X ′ ⊂ PN−1 is the image of X under this morphism.
Theorem 4.34. In the above situation,
a) If P is outside SecX, the seant variety of X, then there is a double Cohen-
Maaulay struture Y on X suh that its dening sequene is
0→ IY /I
2
X → IX/I
2
X → OX(−1)→ 0.
In addition,
IY /I
2
X
∼= IX′/I
2
X′ .
b) Suppose that X ⊂ P3 is a spae urve, and that X ′ only has ordinary nodes
as singularities. Then there exists a double Cohen-Maaulay struture Y on
X suh that its dening sequene is
0→ IY /I
2
X → IX/I
2
X → OX(−1)→ 0.
In addition
IY /I
2
X
∼= OX(− degX
′)⊗OX(D)
where D is the divisor of double points of the morphism π : X → P2.
Proof. a) There is a well-known exat sequene
0→ IX′/I
2
X′ → IX/I
2
X → i
∗Ω1
PN\{P}/PN−1 → 0
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(see [4℄, VIII.1). We use our standard proedure on this sequene to produe the
double struture Y . The only thing left to observe is that
i∗Ω1
PN\{P}/PN−1
∼= OX(−1)
whih an be seen, for instane, by pulling bak the Euler sequenes of PN and PN−1
to X :
0 0
OX(1)
OO
OX(1)
OO
0 // OX // OX(1)⊕N+1 //
OO
i∗TPN //
OO
0
0 // OX // OX(1)⊕N //
OO
π∗TPN−1 //
OO
0
0
OO
0
OO
The dual of the sequene to the right is then
0→ OX(−1)→ i
∗ΩPN → π
∗ΩPN−1 → 0
from whih we get
i∗Ω1
PN\{P}/PN−1
∼= OX(−1).
b) In this situation there is an exat sequene
0→ TX → π
∗TP2 → Npi → 0,
where the relative normal bundle is
Npi ∼= π
∗OP2(degX
′)⊗OX(−D).
This an be found in [10℄,9.3.
Consider also the exat sequene
0→ TX → i
∗TP3 → NX/P3 → 0,
the normal sequene to the embedding i : X →֒ P3. Combining these sequenes
with the diagram from the proof of part a) (but with the arrows reversed), we get a
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diagram
0

0

OX(1)

OX(1)

0 // TX // i
∗TP3 //

NX //

0
0 // TX // π
∗TP2 //

Npi //

0
0 0
Now the dual of the sequene to the right,
0→ N ∨pi → N
∨
X → OX(−1)→ 0,
is the sequene we seek. 
Remark 4.35. The multiple strutures dened in the theorem an be given an ex-
pliit geometri interpretation as follows: for eah point x on X , onstrut the line
joining this point to the point P . For a point on a line, there is only one double stru-
ture. The theorem gives onditions under whih these double points path together
to give a Cohen-Maaulay double struture on X . We double X in the diretion of P .
The dual to the morphism IX/I2X → OX(−1),
OX(1) →֒ NX ,
an be thought of as giving a normal vetor in eah point of X , pointing towards
P . If P were on a tangent line to a point x on X , this vetor would vanish, i.e. the
okernel of OX(1) → NX would have torsion with support on x. This explains why
P has to be outside the tangent variety of X in the theorem (e.g. in part b) we
assumed that X ′ did not have any usps).
Also, if X is degenerate and P is outside the linear span of X , this OX(−1) is a
diret summand of IX/I2X ; ompare with the proof of Proposition 4.12.
5. Examples of non-type I strutures
In this hapter we will nd some examples of odimension two multiple strutures
whose S1-ltration ontains shemes that are not Cohen-Maaulay. All our examples
will ontain a omplete intersetion of multipliity two less, and this will imply that
the dimension has to be two. For a linear subspae, some of these strutures were
found in my Master's thesis (hovedfagsoppgave). For some lasses of redued sup-
port, the examples presented here give a omplete list of strutures of this kind. The
two simplest examples were found by Manolahe in [18℄.
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More preisely, we will prove the following theorem:
Theorem 5.1. Let X ⊂ PN be a smooth variety of odimension two and degree d,
embedded in a projetive spae of dimension N ≥ 4. Assume that X is a omplete
intersetion with ideal IX = (P,Q), and let Y be the multiple struture on X given
by IY = (P
a, Qb). Let Y ′ be a Cohen-Maaulay multiple struture on X, ontaining
Y , with multipliity two higher than the multipliity of Y (i.e. ab+ 2), suh that the
S1-ltration of Y
′
ontains a non-Cohen-Maaulay sheme Z lying between Y and
Y ′. Then N = 4. Possibilities for the ideal of Y ′ are:
Ifa = 1, b = 1
IY ′ = (g
2(fP + gQ)− lP 2, fg(fP + gQ) + lPQ, f 2(fP + gQ)− lQ2, P (fP + gQ),
Q(fP + gQ), P 3, P 2Q,PQ2, Q3)
Ifa = 1, b > 1
IY ′ = (g(fP + gQ
b)− lPQ, f(fP + gQb) + lQb+1,
Q(fP + gQb), P 2, PQ2, Qb+2)
Ifa > 1, b > 1
IY ′ = (rg(fP
a + gQb)− lP a+1, rf(fP a + gQb) + lPQb, sg(fP a + gQb)− lP aQ,
sf(fP a + gQb) + lQb+1, sP a+1 − rP aQ, sPQb − rQb+1,
P (fP a + gQb), Q(fP a + gQb), P a+2, P 2Qb, P a+1Q,PQb+1, P aQ2, Qb+2)
Furthermore, if PicX ∼= Z, generated by a hyperplane setion, then the above list
is omplete.
Let X ⊂ PN be a smooth variety of odimension two and degree d, N ≥ 4. We
assume that Pic(X) = hZ, where h is the lass of a hyperplane setion, whih holds
for instane if X has dimension at least four, or if X is a omplete intersetion of
dimension three. We assume furthermore that H1∗ (IX) = 0 (whih also holds if X is
a omplete intersetion, or more generally if the length of a minimal resolution of X
is less than the maximal possible length). Together, these two assumptions ensure
that all OX -Module maps between line bundles lift to morphisms of line bundles on
PN , and are therefore represented by polynomials. Note also that if we remove the
ondition that the Piard group is generated by a hyperplane setion, or the ondition
H1∗ (IX) = 0, the onstrutions still work, although there may be other strutures
arising from onstrutions using line bundles or maps that annot be extended to
PN . Let Y be a omplete intersetion with Yred = X , IY = (p, q) ⊂ S = k[z0, ..., zN ].
We want to understand short exat sequenes
0→ IZ/IY IX → IY /IY IX → L → 0
where Z is an (S1)-sheme, but not Cohen-Maaulay. Sine Y is a omplete inter-
setion, IY /IY IX is isomorphi to OX(−α)⊕OX(−β), where α, β are the degrees of
p, q respetively. L is torsion free of rank 1, so IZ/IY IX is reexive and thus, being
of rank one, a line bundle. If the sequene splits, L has to be a line bundle and we
get a Cohen-Maaulay sheme.
Remark 5.2. In this opening setion the polynomials p and q are just required to
be oprime, so that the sheme they dene has odimension two. Later on we will
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also require the redued subvariety to be a omplete intersetion, and p and q will
be powers of generators of the ideal of X . This is to failitate the omputations; it
seems harder to do this in a more general setting.
Proposition 5.3. In order to get a struture Z of degree αβ + d (or equivalently, of
multipliity αβ/d+ 1) that ontains Y , whih is (S1) but not Cohen-Maaulay, it is
neessary and suient to require that
IZ/IY IX ∼= OX(−c), c > α, β.
Proof. We already know that IZ/IY IX has to be a line bundle, so we just have
to onsider the twist −c. A neessary ondition for Z is that the homologial sin-
gularity set has odimension at least two. From the existene of a non-zero map
OX(−c) ∼= IZ/IY IX → IY /IY IX ∼= OX(−α) ⊕ OX(−β) we onlude that c ≥ one
of α, β. Suppose α ≥ β.
If α > c ≥ β the rst omponent of the map OX(−c)→ OX(−α)⊕OX(−β) will be
zero. This violates the ondition of odimension two for the homologial singularity
set. Likewise, if c = α the rst omponent of our map will be invertible (or zero),
again violating this ondition. Thus c > α, β is neessary.
For the suieny, note that the map OX(−c) → OX(−α) ⊕ OX(−β) will be
given by two forms f, g of degrees c − α, c − β respetively, suh that p, q, f, g is a
regular sequene. Obviously Z will satisfy the Cohen-Maaulay ondition in eah
point outside V+(f, g), so we need only show that the (S1)-ondition is satised in
the points of V+(f, g). In these points P we have dimOZ,P ≥ 2. By denition, we
just have to show that depthOZ,P ≥ 1. But to show this it sues to present a
non-zero divisor modulo IZ , for instane f or g. 
If the ideal of X is IX = (P,Q) then, in terms of f, g the ideal of Z is IZ =
(fp+ gq, pP, pQ, qP, qQ).
Proposition 5.4. If the last term in the S1-ltration, Z, of a Cohen-Maaulay
sheme Y , of multipliity ν, is of multipliity ν− 1, then the last Lj is a line bundle.
Proof. Let L = Lj. There is a short exat sequene of OPN -Modules
0→ i∗L → OY → OZ → 0
where i : X →֒ PN is the inlusion. By the results on ompletion, we need to show
that, for eah x ∈ X , the A := ÔX,x-module L := L̂x is free. Now this module sits
in a short exat sequene
0→ L→ ÔY,x → ÔZ,x → 0
of A-modules. In this exat sequene the module in the middle is free and the module
on the right is torsion free. Thus L is reexive, and, being of rank one, also free.
Sine x ∈ X was arbitrary, the sheaf L is a line bundle. 
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For the expliit alulations that follow, we will speialize to a omplete interse-
tion with ideal IY = (p, q) = (P
a, Qb), where IX = (P,Q) is the ideal of the supportX
(also a omplete intersetion). Thus IZ = (fP
a+gQb, P a+1, PQb, P aQ,Qb+1), IZIX =
(P (fP a+gQb), Q(fP a+gQb), P a+2, P 2Qb, P a+1Q,PQb+1, P aQ2, Qb+2). Throughout,
O = OX .
Remark 5.5. Note that if a = 1 or b = 1 there are redundant generators in the above
expression for IZ . Therefore we must split up our analysis aordingly. However, it
turns out that the required alulations are very similar for varying ases. Therefore
we give the omplete proof only for the ase that both a and b are greater than two.
For further details, see [22℄.
Proposition 5.6. Assume both a ≥ 2 and b ≥ 2. The minimal resolution of the
O-Module IZ/IZIX is
0→
O(−c− degP )
⊕
O(−c− degQ)
→
O(−c)
⊕
O(−α− deg P )
⊕
O(−β − deg P )
⊕
O(−α− degQ)
⊕
O(−β − degQ)
→ IZ/IZIX → 0
where α = deg(P a) = a degP ,β = b degQ and c = deg(fP a + gQb). The rst map
is given, on the level of graded modules, by the matrix
Φ =


0 0
f 0
g 0
0 f
0 g


and the seond map is given by the generators of IZ
Ψ =
(
fP a + gQb P a+1 PQb P aQ Qb+1
)
.
Proof. The injetivity of the rst map and the surjetivity of the seond is obvious.
First we show that Ψ ◦ Φ = 0 in O-Mod.
Ψ ◦ Φ =
(
fP a + gQb P a+1 PQb P aQ Qb+1
)


0 0
f 0
g 0
0 f
0 g

 =
=
(
fP a+1 + gPQb fP aQ+ gQb+1
)
.
Now both these polynomials lie in IZIX , so the omposition is zero.
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Then we show that ker Ψ ⊂ ImΦ. So suppose Φ(A,B,C,D,E) = 0, that is
A(fP a + gQb) +BP a+1 + CPQb +DP aQ+ EQb+1 = 0
or, if we onsider preimages of A,B,C,D,E (whih we denote by the same letters)
A(fP a + gQb) +BP a+1 + CPQb +DP aQ + EQb+1 ∈ IZIX .
Sine we are free to adjust these polynomials with elements from IX , we an assume
that eah one is either outside IX or else is zero. Let us rst see that A = 0: sine
f, A /∈ IX the term AfP a is indivisible by both P a+1 and Q. But all other terms
that involve P a also involve one more P or Q. Thus A = 0.
Consider B and C: we want to show that f |B, g|C and B
f
= C
g
(the analogous
statement for D and E is proven similarly). Sine B /∈ IX the term BP a+1 is
indivisible by P a+2 and Q. Sine C /∈ IX the term CPQb is indivisible by P 2 and
Qb+1. Sine all generators for IZIX , apart from P (fP
a+ gQb), involve higher powers
of P and Q, we will have to use this relation. Thus there is some polynomial h suh
that BP a+1 + CPQb = h(fP a+1 + gPQb) or
BP a + CQb = h(fP a + gQb).
Sine P,Q is a regular sequene we an split this equation in two:
BP a = hfP a and CQb = hgQb.
Finally,
B
f
= h =
C
g
and the proof is omplete. 
Note that we used the ondition a ≥ 2 in the last part of the proof. The ondition
b ≥ 2 is used similarly for the D,E ase.
The next step is to nd the sheaves L suh that there is a surjetive map IZ/IZIX →
L whose kernel gives the Ideal of a Cohen-Maaulay sheme. By Proposition 5.4 L
is a line bundle. We still assume a, b ≥ 2.
Proposition 5.7. Giving a surjetion
IZ/IZIX → L
to an invertible sheaf L is equivalent to giving a surjetion
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O(−c)
⊕
O(−α− degP )
⊕
O(−β − degP )
⊕
O(−α − degQ)
⊕
O(−β − degQ)
→ L
whose matrix on the level of graded modules is
Λ =
(
l rg −rf sg −sf
)
where r, s, l are homogeneous polynomials of degree deg r,deg s = deg r+degQ−deg P
and deg l = d+ c = 2c− α− β − degP + deg r that satisfy
V+(l) ∩ V+(rg) ∩ V+(rf) ∩ V+(sg) ∩ V+(sf) = ∅.
If suh a surjetion exists, then dimX = 2 and L ∼= O(c− α− β − degP + deg r).
Proof. Sine the displayed rank ve Module surjets onto IZ/IZIX , we need a map
from this Module that annihilates the kernel, that is
Λ ◦ Φ = 0.
Sine we are interested in L a line bundle, Λ will be a 1 × 5 matrix. The map is
given by ve polynomials, and the surjetivity will then amount to saying that those
ve polynomials have no ommon zeroes. Let Λ =
(
l m n o p
)
. The ondition
ΛΦ = 0 translates to the two equations
fm+ gn = 0
fo+ gp = 0.
This gives the following onditions:
l no ondition
m = rg
n = −rf
o = sg
p = −sf
The surjetivity ondition then amounts to
V+(l) ∩ V+(rg) ∩ V+(rf) ∩ V+(sg) ∩ V+(sf) = ∅
or
V+(l) ∩ V+(r) ∩ V+(s) = ∅
V+(l) ∩ V+(f) ∩ V+(g) = ∅.
If dimX > 2 then this is impossible, whereas if dimX = 2 then this will hold for
generi hoies of polynomials.
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The only thing left to ompute is the degree of L and the degrees of the polynomials
r, s and l; let L = O(d). From the seond term of Λ we nd
d = −α− degP + deg r + deg g = −α− degP + deg r + c− β
whih gives the formula for d in the statement. From the fourth term of Λ we nd
d = −α− degQ+ deg s+ deg g
whih, ompared with the rst expression for d, gives
deg s = deg r + degQ− deg P.
Finally, from the rst term of Λ we get the equation
d = −c + deg l
whih, ompared with the rst expression for d, gives
deg l = d+ c = 2c+ deg r − α− β − degP.

The nal step is to nd the kernel of Λ, and interpret this as a statement about
equations.
Proposition 5.8. The equations we nd from the kernel of Λ, together with the
equations generating IZIX give us the ideal of a Cohen-Maaulay sheme Y ′:
IY ′ = (rg(fP
a + gQb)− lP a+1, rf(fP a + gQb) + lPQb, sg(fP a + gQb)− lP aQ,
sf(fP a + gQb) + lQb+1, sP a+1 − rP aQ, sPQb − rQb+1,
P (fP a + gQb), Q(fP a + gQb), P a+2, P 2Qb, P a+1Q,PQb+1, P aQ2, Qb+2)
Proof. First we ompute the kernel of Λ; so suppose (A,B,C,D,E) 7→ 0 under
Λ. Note that, beause of l, r, s and l, f, g being regular sequenes, it is enough to
onsider only quintuples (A,B,C,D,E) where two of the terms are non-zero. We
get the following list of (A,B,C,D,E) generating the kernel:
(rg,−l, 0, 0, 0)
(rf, 0, l, 0, 0)
(sg, 0, 0,−l, 0)
(sf, 0, 0, 0, l)
(0, f, g, 0, 0)
(0, s, 0,−r, 0)
(0, sf, 0, 0, rg)
(0, 0, sg, rf, 0)
(0, 0, s, 0,−r)
(0, 0, 0, f, g)
Note that (0, sf, 0, 0, rg) = f(0, s, 0,−r, 0) + r(0, 0, 0, f, g) and (0, 0, sg, rf, 0) =
g(0, 0, s, 0,−r) + r(0, 0, 0, f, g), so these two quintuples are superuous. Note also,
though we don't need this fat, that the rst four equations generate the kernel over
the quotient eld. For instane, (0, 0, s, 0,−r) = s
l
(rf, 0, l, 0, 0)− r
l
(sf, 0, 0, 0, l).
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Combining the eight neessary equations from the above list with the map Ψ =(
fP a + gQb P a+1 PQb P aQ Qb+1
)
, and adding the generators for IZIX , we
get
IY ′ = (rg(fP
a + gQb)− lP a+1, rf(fP a + gQb) + lPQb, sg(fP a + gQb)− lP aQ,
sf(fP a + gQb) + lQb+1, fP a+1 + gPQb, sP a+1 − rP aQ, sPQb − rQb+1,
fP aQ+ gQb+1, P (fP a + gQb), Q(fP a + gQb), P a+2, P 2Qb, P a+1Q,PQb+1,
P aQ2, Qb+2).
Here we have two repetitions oming from the fat that fP a+1+gPQb = P (fP a+gQb)
already is in IZIX , and similarly for fP
aQ+gQb+1 = Q(fP a+gQb). Removing these
two equations gives us the theorem. 
Remark 5.9. This ompletes the proof of the main theorem of this Chapter. For
X = P2, a = 1 and b = 1, 2, these strutures where disovered by Manolahe [18℄.
Complete alulations for the two ases left out, for X = P2, an be found in [21℄.
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